
Hello,

Greetings from Team TeksMobile!

We would like to inform you that we would be happy to take up the responsibilities as specified in your job 
posting. We are operating as specialists in mobile app development services for over 10 years, and 
have happy clients from all over the world. Since our inception in 2006, we have built over 1000 apps. On 
average, 80% of our apps are featured at Apple Store / Google Play Store.

With our strong and prolonged global industry presence, and complete familiarity with all the latest skills and 
tools (as mentioned in the Company CV attached herewith) - we believe that  we will be the best fit for 
your requirements. Kindly let us know how we can proceed on this.

We can provide you permanent / contractual resources, from our team, who will be working at your 

office premises

We are industry-certified Mobile App & API specialists, committed to assure high-quality services, timely 

delivery, and customer satisfaction.

We understand that you are probably looking for an individual developer for your project. In this context, 
allow us to explain the advantages of hiring a corporate house like TeksMobile, vis-a-vis recruiting an 
individual developer:

Individual Developer TeksMobile 

Has specialized knowledge in single field Has comprehensive knowledge on app development, API 
development/management/optimization, 2D/3D game 
development, IoT, Web services and even Cloud 
Employee schemes.

Limited references. Authenticity can be 
suspect.

Vast range of past projects that can be used as 
references. We would be happy to provide you with 
select client details as well.

Generally makes one type of apps Successful track record of making apps belonging to 
various genres - right from lifestyle and business apps, to 
educational apps/games, navigation tools and fitness 
apps.



Limited reach Available 24x7 across 18 time-zones

Absenteeism. Can leave midway through a 
project.

No such risks. As a company, we are committed to 
transform your ideas to workable mobile applications. 
You can track the progress on your project right through.

Quality can be an issue Our work-standards have been appreciated by 400+ 
international customers.

Probable data confidentiality breaches. Ready to sign non-disclosure agreements/non-competing 
agreements - as requested by client.

Higher charges Most competitive hourly rates in the industry.

We are looking for an opportunity to work for you and add value to your project. 

Contact:

➢ suman.goswami@teks.co.in

➢ info@teks.co.in

➢ info@teksmobile.se

➢ info@teksmobile.com.au

➢ info@teksmobile.com
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